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We want to consider, albeit very briefly, some,of the main Constructs

ofa cognitive social learning position (Mischel, 1973),and examine how

they apply to the.psychological analysis of moral judgments and moral (pro-

,

social) conduct.

. Human beings not only generate behaviors but also categorize, evaluate,
AV

and judge them.. Thus a comprehensive psychological analysis of "morality"

must consider judgments about what is moral as well as the determinants di

moral behavior itself. MorL judgment concerns the evaluation of good-bad

(right-wrong, fair-unfair) and of what one "ought to do;" moral conduct

(behavior) concerns the achievement of the good and the avoidance of the bad

in ones actions.
.

. ,
, .

'In a psychological analysis of morality it is also necessary at the outset

'

to distinguish two components: the individual's competence (capacity) to

gneelite moral (prosoAal) behaviors, and the motivational (incentive) variables

for their performance in particular situations. This diffeiLence-between

competence and Performance mirrors the basic distinction made between

acquisition (learning) and performance in social learning formulations (e.g.,

Bandura, .1969; Mischel, 1968, 1971) as well as intinguistic'theories like

Chomsky"t. icquisiticin or learning depeAds mainly on cognitive-sensory

processes (although it may be facilitated by incentive or reinforcement

The products of acquisition are a person's competencies, that

the repertoire of what the individual can do, and encompass what he knows,

and the skills, rules, and cognitive capacities which he has acquired and
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.....) which permit him to generate (construct) behaviors (Mischel, 1973). In

contrast, performance depends on motivational variables and incentive

conditions.

First, let us consider the topic of moral competence. Later'we will

discuss conditions relevant to the performance of moral conduct eild the

achievement of self-regulation. Finally, we will mention some basic .

issues in the organization and infer- relations of moral judgment and of

moral conduct and self-regulation.

Moral Competence
1

In the course of development, and by means of.both direct and observe,-

tional learning, each person acquires information about the World and his

relationship to it. As a result of cognitive maturation and continuous social

learniii; the individual acquires an increasingly large potential for

generating organized behavior.' These acquisitions include such diverse

learnings as the structure (Or construction) o! the physical world-(e.g:,.

Piaket, 1954), the social rules conventions and principles that guide conduct

(e.g., Aronfreed,- 1968; Kohlberg, 1969) and the personal constructs generated

about self and others (e.g., G. Kelly, 1955).

In cognitive social learning theory (Mischel,,1973), the concept of

cognitive and behavioral construction competencies encompasses the great

variety of man's psychological acquisitions and refers to the diverse

cognitions and behaviors that the individual is capable of constructing. The

term "constructions" emphasizes the Constructive fashion in which informitio

appears to be retrieved Neisser, 1967) and tle active organization

OG603
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through which it is categorized and transformed in the course of its placessing

(Bower, 1970; Mandler, 1967, 1968). In sum, the cbncept of construction

competencies is intended to emphasize the person's cognitive activitieat

(i.e., the operations and transformations that he performs on information)

rather than a residue of finite cognitions and responses that he "has"' in a ,

more passive., static dense.
t

Whatever "intelligence" turns out to be, it is sure to have.a major role

. .
.

in
f

moral competence. Cognitive competencies (as tested by "mental age" and

.
r

IQ te sts) tend to be among the very best predictors of uhonest7(71I condutt

(Hartshorne & May, 1928) and of later social and interpersonal adjustment

£e.g., Anderson, 1960). Cognitive achievement and intellective potential,

as measured by mental age or ICtests; are rightl being given a central

rile in cogpitive-developmental theories such as Kohlberg's (1969) and appear

to be important aspects of such concepts aa "moral maturity," "ego strength,"

acid "ego development." Indices that are strongly correlated with cognitive-
,

intellective competence,: such as age, and certain demographic var iables

(e.g., socioedOnomic level, educatioh),\Aso tend to be among thLbest

pre9.ctors of the* adequacy of social functioning (e.g., Robbins, 1972).

Finally, the importance of "sheer Cognitive power in the operation of

conscience" (Aro nfreed, 1968, p. 265) iA also supported by studies that have

tound intelligence to be significantly correlated with the complexity of the

information thdt children can deal with in thei udgments of conduct (e.g.,

Breznit-z & Kugelmass, 1967; Keller, Pringle & Edwards, 1964; Whiteman &

Koqier, 1964).
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,Thus, there is a triad Of associations: indices of the growth of

conscience tend to be correlated with independent measures of the child's

intelligence as well as with his age (e.g.', Abel, 1941; Johdson, 1962;

Kohlberg, 1964; MadRae, 1954). In, our view, age-related changes in both

e-V

cognitive competencies and preferred cognitive styles may reflect age-

correlated alterations in the social learning variables salient at 40.

different points in development as well as maturational changes A cognitive
ti

capacities, perhaps, in almost inextricable interactions (Mischel & Mischel, 1975).

Y
Moral competence, in our View, includes the ability to reason about

moral dile'inmas (for example, in the ways measured by Kohlberg). It also

\

encompasses role-taking skills and empathy of the sort required 63 take

account of the long-term consequences of different courses of action as they
r.

effect other people and as those other people construe them. Moral competencies

seem essential elements of the se nse of fairness fundamental for a conception

4
of'justice, as discussed in the theorizing of such philosophers as Rawls (1971).

Empirically, while individuals certainly differ in degree of moral competence,

considerable hetero6neity of both moral reasoning and moral conduct may be

displayed by e same individual, across different situations. From our

perspective, such intro- individual differences, as well as differences between
Cr

,

individuals, may be understood in terns of the unique social learning history

I h.it e;Ich_person has experienced, and reflects the interaction of the products of

'cognitive development and social learning with the specifics of the immediate

psychological situation in which behaviot is.generated.

From Moral Competence to Moral Conduct

The individual who knows how to behave competehtiy in prosocial, con-
.

structive ways is capable of such behavior, but whether or not he enacts

them at any given time (or chooses, instead, less virtuous courses of action)

depends on specific mot ational and performance considerations in the par-

,

ticular psychologlcal situation. So far-we have considered what the individual

f
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is capable of doing, i.e., his competencies and abilitiep. But the sane.

person who is capable ,of the most virtuous moral conduct also may be capable

of aggressive and morally despicable action. To go from competence-and

liptential behaviors to actual performance, from construction capacity to the

construction of behavior in specific sittatione; requires attentionto the

determinants of perfornance,. In this regard, the person variables .,of

greatest interest !A the individual's expedtancies and subjective values.

It often helps to know what an individual can do, but to predict speci-

, fically what he will do in/ particular situation, one must consider his
44 .

specific expectancies about the consequences of different behavioral possibilities -\

in that situation (e.g., Mischel & Staub, 1965). The subjecCia own behavior-

.

outcome expectancies guide his selection of behaviors from among the enormous

number which he is capable of constructing within any situation (Mischel, 1973).

Obviously, eXpectations about behavior-outcome relationships depend not only

on the outcomes one has obtained for similar behavior in similar situations,

but also on the consequences one has observed'ocdurringto other people.

One does not have to be arrested for embezzling to learn some of Its con-
.,

sequences, one does not have to be searched to learn of airport security

arrangements and the penalty for concealed weapons, nor doe's one have to

re,icue a drowning child to dikcover the positive consequences of such an act.

Information that altejs the person's anticipations of the probable outcomes

to which a behavior will lead also changes the probability that he will

enact it.
414

From our perspective, even the noblest altruism supported by the ',"highest"

(---levels of moral reasoning still depends on expected consequences, although

the consequences often are temporally di ant, are not in the immediate external
4

4
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environment, are not easily identified, and reside in the actor himself

' (as in self-evaluative reactions) rather than in social agents. The

young child's behvior may .be governed primarilirby expected immediate, con-

crete conseqdences for hlmself, butiwith. greater maturity the evaluation and,

reinforcement,of behavior become increasingly autonomous of externaNkwards

and punishments and includirmore temporally distant and abstract considerations

and self-reactions on the fart of the actor. But such autonomy does not

imply that the behavior no longer depends on expected consequences; it does

suggest that-those consequenCes increasingly hinge on self-evalGations and

self-administered outcomes contingent upon one's achieving or violating one 's

own standards and on more abstract, temporally distant response consequences

(Mischel & MiSchel, 1975). An individual who says, for example, that a

particular action, is wrong because it-"violates universal standards of

fustice,' or because it "goe(against my conscience" is still 4nsidering the

consequences of the act, but is evaluating. them in more abstract terms that

go beyond immediate, concrete externally administered outcomes for himsekf

and that encompass a long temporal span (e.g., Rachliri, 1973).

The relations between socialization practices regarding response cOn-

:4'citiences and the child's age and cognitive competencies are not arbitrary;

ithey' probably reflect a continuous interaction of the child's ingreasipg .

torailive competencies with the priorities and practices of socializing
i
agents.

It is essential for a mother to prevent young Johnny from injuring his

sIblin even when she does not have the time, and the child does not have

the capacity: to reason about the moral. bases or this ,constraint, and there-
.

r,,ro she tfAt rely on specific admonitions- and,punishments. Her initial con-

rft is more with everyone's survival than with An analysis of their intentions."
.
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Later in socialization, when the Child's cognitive ant verbal skills expandlk,

the justification for right and wrong courses of action tends to become in-.

crealngly based on rules, first of an arbitr ry, authority-oriented type

but gradually of a more abstract, g neraliied and reasoned nature.,

Consider, for example, the dif rences in how a 12-year-old delinquent ,

from a lower socio-economic class fam y and a professor in an Ivy League

college might handle moral dilemmas in ways that result in the delinquent's

being assigned to stage 2 or 3 of Kohlberg's scale of moral maturity while

the professor is like'ly to reach the higher levels* T understand the differ-

,Lnees between these two people it Is necessary to take account of the differ-

ences in their cognitive and verbal skills as well as in the ways in which

/--
moral issues and conduct are represented and treated in their respective

eXtrienees. In part, the delinquent youngster and the professor differ in

the cognitive and linguistic maturity with which they can conceptualize and-

articulate "reasons.'' That is likely to be the case regaidless of whether

the issues about which they are asked to reason are moral dilemmas or morally

Irrelevant- -for example, esthetic judgments about why, they prefer particular

p.lintIngs, books, movies ,or music. When justifying either his moral reason-
.

ing or his esthetic preferences (br an); other choice, morally relevant or not)

the professor is likely to deal in "higher" abstraction's (e.g., about, justice,

about beauty), to invoke more generalized rules (e.g., about reciprocity 'n

ethics, about harmony in esthetics) than will the twelve - year -old. The latter

is likely to be not only more contv9e but also more self7.centered and peer-

centeredcentered in his explanations.

G6008
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Some of the4ifference4 between the juvenile delinquent and the professor

partly reflect their different cognitive capacities,'but it is- alsoesAntial

to consider the enormous differences in the consequences which they expect

and valLe for'different courses'of action and for different verbaliz

and their different self-regulatory systems. For example, both th

tions,

delinquent

and the professor may be partly motivated by expected consequence such as .

the approval of their releVant peer group and their own self-esteem. But
*

such a sense of approval and self-esteem:pay require strict, loyal conform-

ity to the group's conventions for the delinquent; for Vile professor it may

be contingent on adherence to reciprocitY, consistency, and appeals to
4'

abstract universal . For the professor, moral reasoning oriented

explicitly, towards approval from others, and adherence to conventional auth-

oriny, is lnlikely to be rewarding, unlikely to he valued, and thus unlikely-

to be used. His moral .reasoning will probably be structured and jUstified in

far more impersonal, "unselfish," abstract terms, with generalizations about

universal principles (which would produce a much higher "moral maturity"

score). But while the particular consequences.to which the professor and
4.\ 4 '

the delinquer are especially alert may be difgerent,jand while they may

lustily their choices at different levels of abstraction, and verbal sophis-

) .

.

ticatton, ,both are guided by a concttn: with the external and self-administered
1

outcomes expected from the, available alternatives. .

,.

In sum, in the present view, age-related chows in the style anA con-
* ,

.

ent of moral, reasoning and conduct reflect changes in the individual's cogni-

. /ivy and verbal. capacities (e.g., the ability to deal with abstract concepts).
.

4

An interaction with the'social'olearning variables salient for him at different

: point,: in 'the life cycle (e.., Arootfrecd, 19611).

qtr.'

0

0 0 9
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Even when different people share similar expectancies about response

consequences they may choose to enact different patterns of behavior because
4pf

of differences in the subjective values of the outcomes which they expect

(Mishel, 1973; Rotter, 1954). And even when subjective values for particular

Activitiesqlare shared, AndividUals may differ in how they tolerate (and

respond to) deviations from those values either in their own havior or in

the onduct of others. For example, to the surprise of many s ciologtsts,

member. of the loWer-class (gang and non gang)' and of the middleiclass,

\
both bloc and white, were-found to endorse similar values "in principle";

but individuaLs om these different subcultures differed in the degree to

whicE\they tolerated behavioral deviations from the prosocial norms which

they all endorsed abgtractly Gordon, Short, Cartwright & Strodtbeck, 1963),

presumably due, in part, to differences in their own self-regulatory systems.

:;uch systems are discussed next.
4

Tests q "moral maturity" (i.e., moral reasoning) have tended to fdcus on

how the individual solves hypothetical moral dilemmas in story situations,

but the successful realization of moral choices in real life often depends

n the faithful execution of long-term commitments that demand high levels

slt-control and stringent attention to the distant consequences of ones'

u ction7;. Moral,conduct requires the individual to adhere to reciprocal

,,mmitments and obligations behaviorally, even (or especially) under extremely

dinicult conditions, and not merely to endorse them in principle. Such prolonged

.44.14-control loequences involve more than mature reasoning and judgment about

in,.tice; they hinge on the individual's ability to regulate his own behavior

von in the face of strong temptatiore; and situational pressures for long

periotbi And without the aid 1 env obvious or immediate external rewards

C 0 I 0
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and supports. As noted earlier, ielf-control is an important aspect of

moraLity, for without it moral ideals cannot be realized. -Indeed, some

philosophers suggest that all virtues are forms of self- control (Von Wright,

fqoi). To go 'from moral thought to moral conduct requires self-regulation.

Although behavior is controlled to a considerable degree by externally-

administ red consequences for actions, each person also regulates his' on

Inc havior by self-imposed goals '(standards) and self-produced consequences.

Iven when there are no external constraints and social monitors, individuals

.t standards for themselves and criticize or commend their owntehavior de-

4

pending on how well it fits their expectations and standards of appropriateness

anti fairness (Bandura, 1971b; Kanfer, 1971; Kanfer & Marston, 1963, Misc(ie1, 1968).

After the individual has set his standards (terminal goals) for conduct

in a particular s1isation, the route toward their realiztlion may be long

1.

-.Ind difficult. In that case, progress may be mediated extensively by covert

.symbolic activities; such as self-praise and self-instructions, as the indivi-

dual reaches sub-goals en route. When reinforcing and noxious stimuli are

imagined, their behavioral consequences may be the same as when such stimuli

are presented externally (e.g., cautela, 1971). These covert activities

:ervi to maintain goal - directed work until the perfoemance reaches or exceeds

. the person's terminal standards (e.g., Bandura, 1969). Progress toward

goal-attainment also may be aided by self-generated distractions and cogni...

tive operations through which the person can transform the aversive "self-

I

ontrol" situation into one which he can master effectively (e.g., ischel,

11,hesen & Zeiss, 1972; MiSchel & Moore, 1973; Mischel, Moore & Zeiss,

1q73). When important goals are attained, positive self-appraisal and self

reinforcement tend to occur, whereas the individual may indulge in psveholog-

.11 self-lacerations and self-condemnA.tion if he fails to reach significant

,elf-imposed standards.

0 0 0 1 1



4
The organization of self-regulatory behaviors also requires attentiv

A,o the ridividual's "priority rules" for determining the sequencing of

Ok
behavior and "stop. rules" for the termination of a particular sequence of

behavior. Prosocial, morally-relevant behaviors, like other complex, human.

actions (moral, immoyal, or neutral), ,depend on the "execution of lengthy,,

.

interlocking sequels of thought and behavior. The concept of "plans" as

hierarchical processes aliCh control the order in Aicfran organism performs

sequence of orivraiions (Miller, Galariter Pribram, 1960) seems applicable,

and merits much mac) research attention thariggt has.reteived.

i,nnl Reasons for Justifyinl, Bad Actions?

Although'w cannot even begin to revirw here the empirical literature

(m1 th discriminativeness of self-control and moral behavior, iiT our reading

it provides little support for the belief ina unitary intrapsychic moral

agelicy like the superego or for a unitary trait entity oficonsttence or

honesty (Mischel, 1968: 1974). Rather than acquiring a homogenedUs conscience

that.determines urilformly,all aspects of their self-control,, people develop

snritl(fr discriminations that depend on many moderating variables, that involve

complex interactions, and that encompass diverse. components (Mischel, 1973).

These compthiehts4nclude moral judgments, Voluntary delay-ofreward4 relsistance

tn temptation, self-reattions,following tramigression, . self-evaluative and aelf-

reinforcing patterns and many other syndromes', each of which includes further

ratherdiscrete subprocesses that tend to be only modestly and complexly inter-)

related, and that may be idiosyncratically organized within each individual

sc het , 1970.

The discriminativeness of prosocial behavior and its idiosyncratic organ-

ilation within each person has important social implications. It,should alert

11,6 for example, to the fact th4pt the same individual who espouses high moral

principles also may engage in harmful, aggressive actions against others' who

Onlate his onceptijns, of justice. Pascal's comment, "Evil is Bever done

06012
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so.thoroughly,or so well as when it is done with a good conscience" is'aupported
. -

by the'many. historiipal and contemporary Incidents irf which the individuals who

, .

committedevil deeds seemed more deficient in compassion and'empathy than in

moral, reasdning (Kenniston, 1970).
a

History ip replete with atrocities that were justif d by invoking the

highest pfinciOles and that were perpetrated upon Victim ho were equally con-
,.

vinced oftheir awn moral principlet. In the name of justice, of the common

a

welfare, of universal ethics, and of God, millions of people have been-killed

and whole cultures destroyed. In recent history, concepts of universal right,

eqliality, freedom, and social equity have been-used to justify every variety,

of murder including genocide. Presidential assassinations, airplane hijackings,

and massacres of Olympic athletes have been committed for alledgedly selfless.

motives .of highest morality and principle. The supreme moral self-sacrific6s

of the Japanese suicide pilots in World War II were perceived as moral outrages

by others who did not share their perspect

People tend to be facile about justifying their own diverse actions and

cotiOtments no matter how reprehensible they may seem to others. A wide vari-

ety of self-deceptive mechanisms may be used to facilitate and excuse the most

\,horrondous acts. Invocation of higher principles, dehumanization of victims,

diffusion and displacement of responsibility, blame attribution, and the adop-

,tion of inhumane codes for self-reinforcement all may serve to maintain extra-

ordinarily Cruel aggressions (Bandura,1973).'

The extremely complex relations among diverse aspects of prosocial

vior within the same person, and the specific interactions between human co*-.

duct and the psychological conditions in which it occurs, prevent global gen-

eralizations about the "overall" nature and causes of moral--4nd immoral--

actions. It is tempting but misleading to ca

013

:egorize people into the cross-
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situationally moral versus tkidt broadly immoral. A World of good guys versus

bad guys, as in the Wdstern films in which the,cowboys' white or black hats
. .

permit easy identification of the virtuous versus the villainous, is seductive.,

Mere sophisticated social science versions of stratificationsystems,that

categorize pebple in terms of their overall level of morality, unless care-

fully moderated, can lead to an elitism that is empirically unjustifieloas

well as socially hazardous. While it may be useful for some purposes,to label

and assess peciple's status on our dimensions of character and moral value,

perhaps the greatest challenge to social sd'ence will be to discover the Opti-

mal conditions that can help each person realize himself in the ways he con-

strues as best within the great range of capacities potentially open to him

V
without violating the rights of others.
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